
 

SOAIS Blog: Robotic
Process Automation -
Process Mining

Process Mining is a process
analysis method to get
process insights from data
in IT systems. Instead of
doing workshops to create
an idealized picture of a
process, Process Mining is a
fact-based technique to
show the exact process as it
occurred in practice.
 
Click here to read the
complete blog.

 

Case Study: Order
Creation Process
Automation

The integration of RPA in
ERP could be the next stage
in planning resources. The
reports, like inventory,
Accounts Payable and
Receivable, Pricing and
other reports are
automatically generated,
and you can automate them
to send via email or upload
it in a sharedfolder. In
inventory area, it monitors
the current inventory and
notifies when the stock is
low. SOAIS team automated
the Order Creation Process
for a leading Semiconductor
company based in US.
 
Please click here to know
about our RPA services.

 

UIPath Latest Technology
updates

UiPath builds AI-driven task
mining engine into its RPA
platform. UiPath Task Mining
automatically identifies and
aggregates employee
workflows, then applies AI to
identify repetitive tasks that
have high automation
potential.
 
Click here to read more
about this.
 
 

Talk to us for automating all kinds of day-to-day tasks; thus making your workforce more

productive and transform your business.

India
Unit 9, Level 5, Navigator, ITPL,

Bangalore - 560 066.

Phone: +91 80 40071234

US
Suite 101, 1979, N Mill St,

Naperville, IL 60563
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RPA - Unleash the power of Automation
 

Welcome to monthly Insiders from SOAIS! The monthly Insiders provide the constructive

perspective of the major industries and markets researched by our team of expert

engineers. You would also get a picture of our high-end tools and RPA (Robotic Process

Automation) use cases cracked by SOAIS experts. 
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